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With the relatively closed market pattern of the military industry is broken, the 
state-owned military enterprises “iron rice bowl “has gone forever. Facing the new 
challenges to the customers of price, quality, delivery and service, for JH Company 
engaged in manufacturing base of aviation forging and casting professional enterprises, 
only to improve their management level, enhance the core competitiveness of enterprises 
to beat emerging rivals. The author engaged in the production management of more than 
10 years in JH Company, I believes that keeping the production activity smoothly is key. 
This text according to the literature on production and operation management, lean 
thinking theory, provide a theoretical reference for the production management of JH 
company; and found a lot of problems existing in production and management of the 
company, such as the production plan is not scientific, responsibility is not clear, the 
quality of staff is not high, the production efficiency is low, from improving the project 
implementation of JH company production management process management, quality 
management, cost management, staff management and other aspects; finally the objective 
evaluation and summary of the effect, to improve the achievements promotion 
suggestions. 
Through activities to improve the production management, employee's work habits 
happened positive changes; basic management get greatly improved, process more 
standardized; process control, product quality, manufacturing cost, production efficiency 
etc. have been greatly improved. 
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